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Perched High Above…
A New Viewing Tower in the Wetland
A stunning, new 2-story viewing tower is now
located in the Creston Valley Wildlife Management Area wetland thanks to the efforts of
the Creston Valley Rotary Club.

Our Mission
We exist to manage
the Creston Valley
Wildlife Management
Area, a 17,000 acre
wetland of international significance, for
conservation and
natural species
diversity through
active habitat and
wildlife management,
research, education
and public support.

The Rotary Club has
been involved in a
number of community
park projects.
According to Rotary, the
construction of the
tower is an extension
of their community
work, adding a vital
component to the
Wildlife Area and
benefiting both the
local community and
the many visitors that
come to the Creston
Valley.
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The Wildlife Management Area chose to locate the viewing tower in the Corn Creek
Marsh unit just north of Highway 3 along the
dyke trail. The tower is very visible from the
highway as traffic
heads east, enticing
the traveling public to
stop and check it out.
Can’t you just hear the
words: “Dad, what’s
that? Can we stop?”

The tower is easily
accessed by walking 15
minutes along the
dyke trail just south of
the highway. To the
The new viewing tower (above).
local community who
CVWMA staff, Rotary members and financial contributors cut the official opening
frequent the trails, the
ribbon on the tower (below).
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If you would like to receive the Wetlander by email as opposed to a paper copy by mail, just let us know.
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Celebrating 40 years of wetland management

Donors in the Spotlight...
"Donors in the Spotlight” is a new series in
the Wetlander that highlights one of our
donors in each issue. This time, let's hear
from Ducks Unlimited Canada!

The people and organizations that had the
foresight 40 years ago to create the
CVWMA and conserve the rare habitat it
contains are owed a huge debt of gratitude
by those who follow. CVWMA is a jewel
that should be treasured, deeply appreciated, and shown
off with pride to visitors from around the world.
Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) was there at the beginning, and considers the CVWMA to be our ‘flagship’ project for British Columbia. In fact, DUC has invested some
$1.2 million in CVWMA over these 40 years, and now
needs to invest more to maintain the high quality of this
wetland complex. To replace approximately 25 of the ex-
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isting 31 water control structures over a 5-6 year period
will cost DUC about $700,000. We are actively fundraising specifically for this work, and will also contribute revenue earned by way of our general fundraising activities
across the country, through our annual budget process.
DUC is very proud to be a partner in the CVWMA. We
are committed to providing financial and other support
into the future to ensure this area remains special and continues to sustain the wildlife dependent on it.
With development pressures on land increasing around the
province, the phrase “They aren’t making any more land” is
apt. We owe it to those who worked so hard to establish
CVWMA to keep it in great shape for generations to come.

Gordon Stewart
Development Manager - BC
Ducks Unlimited Canada

Water Control Upgrades...Work in Progress
There are 31 water control structures in the CVWMA that installation of a new control in pond 2a will allow draining
are used to regulate and move water throughout the vari- the latter without having the water flowing through pond
ous compartments in the wetland, allowing us to imple- 1; this will allow us to conduct the needed habitat management m anagem ent
ment work in that
strategies that enhance
pond in the future.
and support the rich
biological diversity
The work confound here. The strucducted in 2007 has
tures have lived a long
been funded and
and productive life,
made possible by a
moving water for over
cons ort ium
of
30 years. They now
partners: Ducks
need to be upgraded.
Unlimited Canada
has provided inWork to replace two
kind
expertise
deteriorated water
(engineering, plancontrols and install a
ning, and project
new one is in progress
management) as
in two compartments
well as a financial
of Corn Creek Marsh.
contribution toWhile planning and
wards the material
pre-construction of
and
equipment.
Old and rusty water control
New water control structure
the three water conThis is part of their
structure #3
#3 - far superior!
trols started earlier this
$700,000 commityear, ground work bement to infrastrucgan October 15th. If Mother Nature cooperates, the up- ture upgrades over the next 5-6 years. Contributions from
grades should be completed by November 15th.
the Flair Foundation ($25,000), Wildlife Habitat Canada
($25,000), and The Habitat Conservation Trust Fund
Replacing old deteriorated water controls is critical for the ($25,000) went towards materials and construction costs.
proper management of the wetland compartments to main- Finally, the CVWMA provided in-kind staff time and use
tain habitat for many species of plants and wildlife. The of equipment for this project.
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A Wetland Legacy...
The creation of the CVWMA
brought Dwight Moore and Rosamond Eben Moore to the Creston Valley. Dwight and Rosamond dedicated
their life work to the science of wetlands and wetland management, developing a legacy that is the
CVWMA. Dwight was the first Area
Manager here from 1967 to 1986.
Rosamond devoted close to 40 years
of her life to the CVWMA. Her commitment and enthusiasm to this wetland was evident in her work here.
Rosamond put her excellent organizational skills and attention to detail
into developing the administration
and accounting systems at the
CVWMA. Her love of the written
word, passion for education and background in biology fused together in
the Wetlander newsletter content
that she produced from 1999 to 2006.
Rosamond retired from the CVWMA
this past June, having more time now
to pursue highland dancing, Neolithic

history, working with clay, 1.5 grandchildren and translating her family
genealogy from German.
In honour of Rosamond’s and
Dwight’s hard work and dedication,
the CVWMA is establishing a scholarship fund. The fund will be called
the Dwight Moore and Rosamond
Eben Moore CVWMA Wetland
Sciences Scholarship Fund. As we
build on the legacy of scientists like
Dwight and Rosamond, we see that
the education of wetland scientists for
the future is tremendously important.
This scholarship will be awarded annually to help a deserving student in
British Columbia pursue studies in
the field to which Rosamond and
Dwight devoted their careers to.
The Scholarship is to be held and administered by the Vancouver Foundation. When someone contributes to
the Fund they will make a cheque to
the Vancouver Foundation, and the

Vancouver Foundation will issue their
tax receipt. All contributions will
remain as capital held by the Vancouver Foundation, and only the income
generated will be distributed, making
it a perpetual fund. That is the beauty
of this kind of legacy: it makes it possible for good things to be done in perpetuity. We would like to see the fund
reach $20,000 so that an annual
award of $1000 can be made, based on
a 5% return on the invested capital.
The Vancouver Foundation will accept donations to this fund, at any
time, by using the following methods:
o n l i n e
a t
h t t p : / /
vancouverfoundation.ca; by phone at
604-688-2204 (Development and Donor Services); or by email at
info@vancouverfoundation.ca.
You can help future biologists and
wetland scientists to achieve their
goals while honouring and celebrating
the careers of Rosamond and Dwight.

Surf's Up!
Marc-André came into the office the other day, excited that he
got a good shot, a digital one (shown below), of a Surf Scoter
on the Kootenay River north of Duck Lake. Scoters, both Surf
and White-winged, have been occasionally sighted in the Creston
Valley in the summer and fall. Being a coastal girl and having
worked on research boats studying
herring, I have seen many a scoter
in my day. But having one in the
valley sparked me to ask some
questions about the migration pattern and population dynamics of
the Pacific population.

ern Aleutians to central Baja California, with highest densities
in southeast Alaska, Strait of Georgia in BC, Puget Sound and
San Francisco Bay. In spring, they leave the coast in March
and April, often gathering in areas
where Pacific herring spawn to
feast on the herring eggs before
heading to breeding areas.

The breeding habitat is in the
northern boreal regions of Canada
and Alaska and is characterized by
shallow, clear, oxygen-saturated
lakes surrounded by scrub forest.
Pairs arrive at their breeding areas
in May and June. During the summer, immature and non breeding
The Surf Scoter (Melanitta perspicillata) is a large, stout seaduck, en- The decidedly odd-shaped bill has earned the Surf birds aggregate in coastal waters
in southeast Alaska and BC. The
demic to North America. They
Scoter descriptive monikers such as: Horse-head
post-breeding molt migration is
Coot, Plaster-bill, Snuff-taker, Blossom-billed
divide their time between isolated
breeding sites in northern Canada Coot, Bottle-nosed Diver, Mussel Bill & Skunk duck. well developed in Surf Scoters.
After the females begin incubation,
and Alaska and overwintering sites
the
males
gather
along
the
coast of BC and Alaska, and in the
in coastal marine habitats.
Bering and Beaufort Seas, to molt before they head to their
Surf Scoters are considered a complete medium distance mi- wintering areas. Molting flocks may number in the hundreds
grant. Most arrive on wintering grounds in October and to thousands. Females and the
...continued on page 5...
November. In the Pacific, this territory extends from the east-
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Education and Stewardship
Another Great Season at the Centre
The Wildlife Centre wrapped up another exciting and successful season. How do we gauge success? When we see
the looks of amazement and awe in the eyes of those learning something new and the smiles and excitement, we
know that we have done our job. We greeted over 5,000
visitors and paddled 1,756 of them through the wetland this
year.

Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup

P AGE 4

ada is entirely the result of human activities and comes in
all forms from plastic cutlery and straws to barbecues, fishing line, styrofoam, shopping carts, paint cans, and ear
plugs. Cigarette butts are removed by the bucket loads
along with such items as loaded rifles, vehicles, and the odd
engagement ring.
Our waterways are not dumping grounds, yet Canadians
year in and year out keep using them for just that. This
year alone, litter was removed from over 1,200 shorelines
across Canada (data on total amount is still being tallied).
Thanks to Erickson Elementary Grade 6 students and
members of the public, who came out to Duck Lake on Saturday September 22, for helping to keep our local shorelines clean. Now, if we could all just not litter in the first
place, the wildlife, water quality and people would be
much better off...

BC River’s Day Paddle

Grade 6 class from Erickson Elementary School
standing with the garbage they collected

On Sunday, September 30th, a group of keen paddlers explored the Kootenay River, Leach Lake and Six Mile Slough
units of the Wildlife Area to celebrate BC Rivers Day.
Luckily, the rain that threatened to fall held off until the
paddle was over. There was some great wildlife viewing
opportunities with many species of migrating waterfowl
seen floating on the river and ponds and flying above, as
well as soaring hawks.

On Friday, September 21st, Mr. Falconer and his Grade 6
class at Erickson Elementary School participated in the
Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup hosted by the Wildlife
Area. The students spent 1 ½ hours picking up garbage
along the trails and shoreline of the public use area at Duck
Lake near Sirdar. And what a haul they made! With approximately 250 lbs of garbage collected, from tin cans and
tires to rubber boots and fishing gear, the area is now a
cleaner and safer place for wildlife and people.
The Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup started over 14
years ago as a small beach cleanup by four Vancouver
Rollin', Rollin', Rollin' on Kootenay River...
Aquarium employees and it has grown into the second
largest cleanup in the world. This program is a national
conservation initiative that allows all Canadians to have a Benefit Concert for Wildlife
positive impact on their local environment. It is more than Area a Great Success!
just a program to pick up trash. Valuable data is collected On Sept 23, Mark Koenig , a Juno and
from each cleanup which helps to pinpoint the most prob- Canadian Country Music Award nomilematic litter sources in communities across Canada.
nated artist and recent migrant to
Creston, donated his time and talent to

The litter that is removed each year from sites across Can- perform a benefit concert for the Wild-

life Area. Over 200 people attended
Cigarettes contain over 165 chemicals – all of which leach into with $1,400 collected in donations.
the water when left on the shoreline.
The money will go towards habitat
Cigarette filters typically take 5 years to biodegrade.
management projects in the wetlands.
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2008 Wildlife Area Calendar...Celebrating 40 years!
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Established in 1968, the Creston
Valley Wildlife Management Area
was the first wildlife management
area in the province of BC. Encompassing 17,000 acres, this wetland
habitat is an important reservoir of
biological diversity with 286 bird, 57
mammal, 17 fish, 6 reptile and 6 amphibian species plus thousands of
invertebrate and plant species.

To kick start our 40th anniversary
celebration of wetland management,
conservation and enhancement of
natural species diversity, we have
put together a special edition 2008
Calendar featuring an amazing collection of photos of the Creston Valley wetland and wildlife. The Calendar costs $20 and all the proceeds go to habitat and wildlife management projects in the wetland. We are very grateful to Creston and
District Credit Union and Remax for providing financial contributions
towards the cost of producing the calendar.

Cost: $20 (plus shipping)
Download the order form from our website
or call our office to place your order.
ORDER NOW in time for Christmas!

Quiz... WOW!
The Wonder of Winter

Skunk Duck

Bears are true hibernators.
a true b false

Hundreds of thousands winter in the coastal waters off BC alone, and 200,000
scoters could consume about 43 tons of mussel meat daily. The most abundant wintering Pacific coast scoter, Surf Scoters favor shallow waters in bays,
estuaries and river-mouths. Some spend winter inland (they can be fairly numerous on the Great Lakes) and vagrants regularly appear in Europe.

Ducks' feet do not get frostbitten when they
stand on the ice because they
a have a unique type of circulation b have
special coating on the underside of their feet
c pump super warm blood into their feet
d secrete a special oil onto their feet
How many inches in diameter is the largest
recorded snowflake?
a 3 b 12 c 5 d 15

...continued from page 3...

young of year may join the males at these molting sites or take other migration
routes, generally leaving the breeding sites in September.

Surf Scoters have been seen here in July and October and they are most likely
individuals making their way to the coast. In July, they are likely males moving to molting sites and in October they are likely females and young of year
making their way to overwintering sites.
Surf Scoters are ranked as widespread and abundant in North America. But
in BC, the Ministry of Environment has declared them Blue listed, meaning
that they are of special concern because of characteristics that make them
particularly sensitive to disturbance from human activities or natural events.

During the winter months, moose feed almost A rough estimate of abundance for this species is 600,000 to 1 million birds for
solely on:
all of North America, the majority of which breed in the western part of the
a lichen b moss c twigs and shrubs d bark continent. Trends for all scoter species combined, mostly Surf and Whitewinged, indicate a decline of about 50% since the 1950’s in western North
On the average, one inch of rain is equivalent America. Nearly all North American seaduck species are experiencing contito how many inches of snow?
nental population declines. The ecological causes are poorly understood, but
habitat destruction, pollution, excessive hunting and climate change are
a 10 b 1 c 5 d 3
thought to all play a role. In recent years, attention is turning to the Surf Scoter as a potential model species for understanding seaduck declines.
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The Wetland Team at the CVWMA

A Burning

Marc-André Beaucher, Area Manager/Biologist
Brenda Bruns, Office Manager
Gillian Cooper, Education and Interpretation Manager
Anne de Jager, Fund Development and Community Relations
Carla Haegele, Stewardship and Communications Coordinator
Mel Joy, Office Assistant

Send your questions to wetlander@crestonwildlife.ca
Q: How do cattails reproduce?

In Memory
Jim Collins came to work at the CVWMA as
General Manager in April of 2006, full of energy
and commitment, and determined to find that
pot of gold at the end of the wetland rainbow.
Jim resigned from the position in July of this year
due to illness and passed away on November 6,
2007. His passion, enthusiasm and kind spirit
will be greatly missed. We send our love and
support to his family and friends.

The Answers… from WOW! Quiz (page 5)
Bears are NOT true hibernators. They enter a state of winter lethargy or deep
sleep during which their heart rate, respiration and body temperature lower
somewhat. The bear's body temperature remains relatively stable (depressed
from 37°C to approx. 31°C). In contrast, hibernating ground squirrels may have
core body temperatures as low as -2°C. True hibernators go into such a deep
sleep that they are difficult to awaken, appear dead, and wake up for short periods every few weeks to excrete wastes and eat if food is available. Bears are relatively easy to awaken and do not eat, drink or excrete at all while hibernating,
which can be as long as six months.

Question!

A: Cattail (Typha latifolia) is a persistent emergent
plant found in most wetland plant communities.
Cattails reproduce by seed and rhizomes. Vegetative reproduction occurs through an extensive rhizome system and is responsible for the maintenance and expansion of existing stands. Sexual
reproduction via seed dispersal and seedling establishment is responsible for invasion of new areas.
Seed production is prolific; each spike may contain
117,000 to 268,000 tiny seeds. At maturity, the
spike bursts under dry conditions, releasing the
fruits. Each fruit has bristly hairs that aid in wind
dispersal. When the fruit comes in contact with
water, the tissue surrounding the seed opens rapidly, releasing the seeds, which then sink.
Seeds require warm temperatures, low oxygen concentrations, and long day/short night exposures for
germination to occur. These conditions are best
met in shallow water or on moist mudflats in vegetation-free areas. Within established stands, seedlings are practically nonexistent because existing
vegetative cover greatly reduces light and temperature for germination.
The flower structure is a
dense, dark brown,
cylindrical spike on the
end of a stout, 3'-10'
stem. The staminate
(male) portion is positioned above the pistillate (female) portion;
they are continuous or
slightly separated.

Ducks have fleshy feet with a unique form of circulation; the veins and arteries
run very close together. Arterial blood leaves a bird's core at body temperature
while venous blood in the feet is cool. As cold blood returns to the body core,
heat moves by conductance from the warm arteries to the cool veins. Arterial
blood reaching the feet is already cool and venous blood reaching the core is already warm. Constricting blood vessels reduces the amount of blood flow to the
feet at low temperatures. The core temperature of a duck standing on ice may be
40°C but the temperature of their feet may be just above freezing. The blood in Once established, a single seedling spreads rapidly
by rhizomes. An acre of cattail may consist of only
the foot is very cool at all times, yet warm enough to keep the tissue healthy.
a few individual plants and can form dense floating
Most snowflakes are less than one-half inch across. All snowflakes have six sides mats. Cattail stands provide important food and
and no two snowflakes are alike. The largest snowflake in recorded history was cover for wildlife. For example, the rhizomes are
reported at Fort Keogh, Montana, on January 28, 1887, according to the Guinness eaten by geese and muskrats. Muskrats also use
Book of World Records. The snowflake was reportedly 15 inches wide and 8 the foliage to construct their lodges, which in turn
inches thick.
can provide resting and nesting sites for water
In the Winter, a moose's diet consists mainly of twigs and shrubs such as bal- birds. Cattails provide favored nesting sites for the
sam fir, poplar, red osier dogwood, birch, willow, and maples. Winter is a time Red-winged Blackbird, Yellow-headed Blackbird,
of hunger for moose. They restrict their food intake and limit their activity to and Marsh Wren.

The snow water equivalent is the amount of liquid precipitation that is produced
after melting snow. This measurement is helpful in predicting and modeling
water supply and melt levels. The average snow to liquid ratio is 10:1. So, if
10 inches of snow was melted it would produce one inch of liquid precipitation.

Reach us at:
CVWMA
Box 640 Creston, BC V0B 1G0
Phone: (250) 402 6900 Fax: (250) 402 6910
Email: askus@crestonwildlife.ca
Website: www.crestonwildlife.ca
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save energy. When food becomes scarce, as it often does toward spring, moose
will strip bark from trees, especially poplars.

